Year 2 Autumn 1
All Aboard!
Pink – I enjoy words

Shorter activity

Longer Activity

Write an A-Z of
transport and travelling
e.g. A is for Aeroplane, B
is for Bus…

Find/learn a poem/rhyme
about travelling or transport.

Write a list of rules for
being safe on a scooter.

Discuss with your family what they think and
then write a report about…
Should each family have more than one car?

Blue – I enjoy numbers and
science

Cut, sort and stick a
selection of transport.

Create a travel survey of
vehicles going past.

Make a pictogram showing
the number of wheels on
different vehicles.

Make a model which proves why wheels need
to be circular.

Yellow – I enjoy painting and
drawing

Draw a sketch of your
car or bicycle.

Create an artistic picture of a
vehicle in motion.

Make a moving model of a
vehicle using clay, plasticine,
playdough or salt dough.

Design and label a Formula 1 driver’s uniform.
What do you think Lewis Hamilton would
think of your design?

Green – I enjoy doing things

Wash a car with a
grown-up.

Design and create a medal to
honour the first moon landing.

Look at visitbrighton.com and
try on of their walking tours.

Go somewhere on a Brighton bus or train.
What can you see out of the window? Draw a
map of your journey.

Orange – I enjoy music

How many songs can you
think of with travelling
or transport in the title?

Write a road safety rap to
get the message across to
younger children.

Purple – I enjoy working by
myself

Make a paper aeroplane.
How far does it fly?

Do different pieces of music make everyone
feel the same? Can one piece of music make
everyone happy? Explore and record your
results…
Imagine you are a friend of George
Stephenson…Write a letter congratulating
him for his invention of The Rocket.

Red – I enjoy working with
others

Look out for Brighton
buses – can you write
down the names and
numbers of the ones you
see?

Make a musical instrument
that sounds like a form of
transport! It could be shaken,
beaten, blown or strummed!
Imagine flying from Gatwick to
a destination of your choice…
use a map/atlas and list the
countries you would fly over on
the way.
Make a transport-shaped
biscuit.

Create a word search about
transport.

Interview some of your
family members about how
they travelled around when
they were young.

With your family, go to the Bluebell Railway
and take some photographs.

